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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
The feeding of livestock and poultry is of significant economic im-
portance t o Iowa and the United States. Iowa has consistently been a 
leading state in the production of hogs , fed cattle, soybeans, and f eed-
grains. If one considers the hog in.;ustry by i tsel.f, the economic 
importance is significant. In 1970 it was estimated that 19, 000 man-
years were devoted to pork producti on in Iowa (21) . Swine producers spent 
Jl million dollars f or veterinary and medical services; 4 million for 
breeding s tock; 48 million for power, machinery, equipment, and f uel; 
8 million for miscell aneous costs such as ta:(es and insurance; and 15 
million dollars for marketi ng services in 1970. The swine producers ex-
pcndi tures in Iowa totaled 629 mi llion dollars, which did not include 
capi tal outlays f or buildings and l and. I n 1971 23, 787, 000 hogs weigh-
ine 5,740, 0)2,000 pounds were slaughter ed i n Iowa (lJ) . This is approx-
imately 25 per cent of the hogs slaughtered in the United States . If 
each pound of pork produced required J . 2 pounds of f eed, then approxi-
mat ely 9. 2 million tons of f eed were consumed by the hogs slaughtered 
in Iowa in 1971. These statist ics point out the importance of the 
livestock industry in Iowa. In order to feed the large number s of 
livestock in Iowa, feed mills are needed to grind the f anners grain and 
incorporate additional ingredients to f onn a palatable and economical 
r ation. 
This study concerns itself with t he 1rocessing, mixing, bagging, 
and pelleting of feed in feed mill s. Costs as sociate:' ~lith various size 
mouel f eed mills detennine if economies of size exist in feed mill oper-
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ations. For any volume of output an optimum size feed mill will grind 
and mix a ton of feed for the farmer at the lowest cost per ton. 
Statement of the Problem 
The basic problem encountered by feed mill.s in I owa is that there 
are too many mills with insufficient volume to utilize t heir facilities 
efficiently. In the 1971 directory of the Iowa Grain and Feed Associ-
ation 972 cooperatives and private firms advertised grinding and/or 
mixing services to customers in I owa. A total of 1,613 cooperatives 
and private firms advertised the retailing of feed in Iowa. These 
facts point out the competitive nature of the feed retailing industry 
in Iowa. 
Feed mill s in Iowa are often operated i n conjunction with grain 
elevators. There were a large number of grain elevators established in 
close proximity to each other in earlier times when the primary means 
of trs.nsportation was by horse and wagon. Thia method of transporting 
grain required that the distance between the farmer and the elevator be 
relatively short. Many of these elevat ors built feed mills and warehouses 
to complement the grain handling activity. Today, however, grain and 
feed can be transported by tractor and wagon or by trucks greater dis-
tances with much leas time and effort. 
It migh~ be argued by some that a large number of sellers of feed 
is an ideal situation since the price would be kept near the level of a 
perfectly competitive market. Fanners may gain some benefit from this 
competition, but cooperative elevators are farm.er owned and thus all 
savings that result from large and efficient operations can be passed 
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on to the farmer in the form of lower feed prices or patron dividends. 
In addition, farmers may belong t o two or more cooyeratives each of 
which may own a f eed mill. Thus t he fanner may actually be competing 
against himself. Feed mills and grain elevators located in the same 
rural comrnunl ty or only a few miles apart result in t he duplication of 
buildings, equipment, management, and other resources. This duplica-
tion of resources has resulted in a l ess than efficient means of market-
i ng feed. 
Competition of t his nature could be described as wasteful in a 
technical sense since the low volumes handled by t he numerous feed mills 
result in hJ.gh~r costs causing higher feed prices. Feed prices are 
also high due to the nature of the product itself. r eed is a differen-
tiated product in the farmer 1 s mind due to advertising, various dealer 
services, and formula differences. The differentiation of feed as a 
product and the resultant higher ~rices has resulted in high profits 
for feed manufacturers and feed retailers during the past three decades. 
For example, Central ~oya has averaged 12.7 percent r eturn on invest-
ment over the past 35 years. Similarly, rlalston Purina averaged 12.47 
percent return on equity from 1951 to 1968. Boone Valley Coop of ...agl e 
Grove, Iowa averaged 20.58 percent return on equity from 1944 to 1968 
while FS Services averaged )1. 60 percent r eturn on equity from 1955 to 
1968. Although t hese organization~ are engaged in various activities, 
feed manufact uring plays a major role. 
Objectives of this Jtudy 
The primary objective of this study is to detennine the optimwn 
size feed mill with respect to inplant costs . The optimum size feed mill 
will process and mix the fanner's feed at a minimum of cost per ton. 
The infonnation gained from this study should be of benefit to potential 
investors whether they be cooperatives or profit seeking firms when they 
are considering problems of expansion by merger, acquisition, or build-
ing. The results might also be helpful to management concerning various 
pricing problems such as custom service charges, volume discounts, and 
others. 
CHAPTER II. RE'IIC:.I 07 LHE.llATlB.E 
There have been many studies nade of economies of size in feed 
manufacturing and of f eed mills. Similar :;tudies also have been done of 
country grain elevators and the storing and handling of grain in Iowa 
(12 and 1)) . 
In 1959 Tamashunas made an i ndus t rial engineering analysis of 
custom feed mill activities (19) . His study was based on accounting 
data derived from a sample of 37 cooperative member feed mil l s of the 
Fanners Elevator Service Company of Fort Doctee , Iowa. He developed 3 
model mills based on the level of operation of the feed mills. The 5 
ton model varied in its level of operation from 1/4 to 9 3/4 tons per 
day, the 15 ton model from 10 t o 19 J/4 tons per day, and the 25 ton 
model from 20 to 29 3/4 tons per uay. The particular size model mill 
is not meant to imply that this is also the capaci ty of the model. ~·or 
example, the 5 ton model may have a 20 ton per day capacity, but operates 
only in t.he l/l1 to 9 3/4 level of act L vi ty. 
'rhe 3 model custom mills ground, ITU.Xed, and bagged feed for their 
patrons. They a..l.su retail formula feed pur chased from f eed manufacturers 
or manufactured thems elves. The 25 ton model is set up to pellet part of 
its output . 
Tamashunas f irst analyzed manufacturing costs, service charges, and 
profit margins of the model mills. He found that larger mills came 
closer to breaking even on custom charges (grinding, mixing, and bulk 
delivery). He also found that losses incurred were largely attributable 
to the bulk delivery service. Tamashunas further found that larger mills 
had lower manui'acturing costs anu lower service charges. The retailing 
of manufactured fonnula feed enabled all 3 model mil ls to operate with 
an annual net financial gain. 
Tamashunas also analyzed the 3 models with respect to their break-
even points. The breakeven points for the 5, 15, and 25 ton models were 
3. 00 , 6.25 , and 9.25 tons per day respectively. He found that the break-
even points declined as a percentuge of the level or operation as plant 
sizes increased. He also fol.Uld that custom charges alone would result 
in the feed mills operating at a loss. 
Tamashunas also analyzed the cap~city and utilization of facilities 
with respect t o processing, mixing, and pelleting of feeds. ~apacity 
of equipment was determined by applying t ime study t echniques to the 
processine, mixine , and pelleting operations . 
Tamashunas f ound t hat utilization of existing capacity waJ quite 
l ow. Part of this excess capacity could be attributable to the fact 
that feed mills are considered a s service organizations. Some excess 
capacity is required for peak customer demand periods. A service f inn 
cannot require its patrons to wait for long periods of time or they will 
look for a competitor that can give quicker service. Utilization of 
crimping equipment was l.O, 4.9, and 6.1 percent of capacity in t he 5, 
15, and 25 ton model mills respectively. Similarly the utilization of 
the grinder was 13. 7, 29 .1, and 33. 2 percent in t he 5 , 15, and 25 ton 
moclel mills respectively. The mixer Ha:• util ized 22 . 0 , 31 . 0, and 20. 1 
per cent in the 5, l~, and 25 ton model feed mills respectively. The 2 
l ar ger mills tended to util ize their equinment more f ully than the 5 ton 
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model mill. 
In a 1966 analysi s of the North Dakota feed manufacturing industry 
by Phillip Austin and David Nelson, economies of size were found to exist 
(1). A 30, 100, and 200 ton per day model feed plant was synthesi zed 
from a survey of finns, equipment manufacturers and building contractors . 
Only in!1lant costs were considered in this study. 
These model plants were set up to process grains, mix, pellet, and 
bag feed. The 30, 100, and 200 t on per day models had production costs 
of ·?7 .71, .P4. Bl, and .!>4.07 per t on respectively at capacity. The study 
concluded that the 200 ton model plant was the optimal and most efficient 
of the 3 models developed if delivery costs were i gnored. 
Production costs per ton were further reduced substantially by the 
addition of a second eight-hour shift. The average per ton costs in the 
30, 100, and 200 ton plants were reduced f rom $7. 71, $4. Bl, and ~4 . 07 to 
$5.82, $3. 66 and ~J. OS respectively, with t he addition of a second eight-
hour shift. 
The study also found actual production costs of North Dakota firms 
to be substantially higher than those developed in the 3 models. Possi-
ble reasons suggested f or this discrepancy are: (1) firms operate at 
less than capacity, (2 ) employees have too much idle time, (3) machinery 
is obsolete and inefficient and (4 ) lack of management. 
Investment costs used in the North Dakota study were 90, 2o6, and 
314 thousand dollars in the 30, 100, and 20J ton model feed mills respec-
tively. The cost of l and is not i ncl uded. t'er t on investment varied 
f r o.·1 a low of J>u.03 i n the 200 ton model to a high of .Pll.4)' per ton in 
thl' )0 t 0n mo. it' 1 • 
I n 196~ t he Economic ~esearch Jervice of the Uni ted ~tates Depart-
ment of Agriculture made a cost study of t he economies of scale in feed 
manufacturing (2). This analysis was made concerning operating and 
plant facility costs and did not include locational or distribution.al 
factors . 
The engineering simulation approach was used in developing 54 
model feed plants. These included 6 different size model plants of 80, 
100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 tons of feed produced in an eight-hour day. 
Each of t he 6 diff erent size plants also had 9 variations each due to 
different output levels of bagged, mashed, or pelleted feed. Each of 
these levels were varied at the o, 50, and 100 percent level. Plant 
utilization varied from 40 to 100 percent of capacity. 
Investment requirements varied from $8.54 per ton for a JOO ton per 
day model plant with no bagging and pelleting to $19. 18 per ton for an 
80 ton per day plant that bags 50 percent and pellets 100 percent of its 
output. All the models asSUJlled a 260 working day year. 
Operating costs per ton varied from 4>7.13 for an 80 ton operation 
pelleting and baeging its entire out put, to a low of $J.04 level for a 
300 ton operation with no bagging or pelleting. A double-shift operation 
further reduced cost s by spreading fixed costs over more tons of feed. 
Total cost per ton of feed then ranged from a low of ~2.31 in a 300 ton 
plant to a high of $5.76 per ton in a 80 ton plant. 
Dr. Ewell P. Roy of Louisiana State University also found economies 
to exist in a 1970 study of feed mills in Louisiana (17). Roy synthesized 
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3 model mills ?roducing 20, 40, nnd 60 tons of feed per day. 'rhe 60 t on 
mill could either produce all mash or all pelleted feed. Costs per ton 
decreased from $8 . h7, $6. 63, and $5.80 for the 20, 40, and 60 ton mills 
respectively. The 60 ton mill that pelleted all of its output had oper-
ating costs of ~7 . 57 per ton. No delivery or transportation costs were 
included. 
In 1970, Richard Mikes, Allen Rahn and Gene Futrell made a study of 
grain elevator and feed mill costs under alternative marketing densities 
and trade area sizes (16) . This study incorporated the impor tance of dis-
tribution and assembly costs as well as inplant costs for the grain ele-
vator and feed mill industry. 'l'he studies mentioned previously did not 
consider this important aspect in t heir cost analysis. 
Mikes, Hahn and Futrell developed an inplant cost function by com-
binini; the observations of the North uakota State and the Louisiana 
State University studies. The inplant cost function was developed by 
fitting a power .function to the data relating average processing costs 
to plant volume as follows: 
-B APC =A x V 
where APC was the average processing costs per ton, V was the plant 
volume of production, and A and B i·1ere coefficients. 
'fhe data was first converted to logaritmns and t hen the method of 
least squares was used to estimate the coefficients A and B with the 
following results: 
log APC = 2.13609 - 0.32634 (log V) 
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Converted to natural numbers it reads as follows : 
APC = 136.8 x v-0• 32634 
This equation was then used to estimate inplant processing costs per ton. 
Distributional costs per ton of feed depend on the average l oad size 
and the size of the t rade area. The trade area was assumed to be a square 
tilted 45 degrees with the feed mill located at the center. Roads are 
assumed to run north-south and east-west fonning one mile square areas. 
Their study approximated the distribution cost function in Iowa as being: 
OC. = $1.25 + $0.lOi 
1. 
where i = miles feed is transported. This approximation was made under 
the assum9tion that load size wan 6 to S tons. Fixed costs are $1. 25 per 
ton an<l variable costs lO ·cents per t on for each mile transported. 
Total ·iistributional costs will be the summation of distributing feed 
ill each additional increment mile. Aver3.ge :listribution costs per ton 
will be equal to the total distributional costs divided by the amount 
of feed delivered in the trade area. Avera ;e distribution costs per ton 
i ncrease at a decre~sing rate as the t rade area expands. 
Combining inplant and distributional costs gives the t otal cost per 
ton of feed delivered. The Mikes, :lahn, and Futrell study f ound that 
combined averaGe costs were still declining at 25 mil es from the feed mill 
for sales rlcnsi ties of 20 tons and Lio ton::. per square mile . Jimilar ly, 
covt0inetl costs also were declininc 19 miles from the feed mill as suming 
sales densities of 6->, 80, and 100 tons of feed per square mile. JJ.i.s-
economies had begun to set in with this lar ge a trade area in the grain 
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elevator section of their study, i ndicating that feed mills, given the 
assumed densities, can economically serve a larger trade area. 
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CHAPTER III. THEO:tETICAL FRAMEl!ORK 
This study develops internal plant costs of retailing feed in feed 
mills. A later study will combine distribution costs with the internal 
plant costs developed in this study. The combined costs can then be used 
to develop an optimal feed mill wi th respect to plant size and market area. 
The theoretical framework in which internal costs are developed shall be 
examined first. 
A basic as sumption in economic theory is that the obj ective of the 
individual firm is to maximize profits. Inherent in this assumption is 
that t he entrepreneur will also mi:ii11lize his costs whi le producing var ious 
levels of output. These costs will be j ointly determined by technology, 
factor prices, and entrepreneurial expertise. 
Economic t heory in analyzing costs of production conveniently 
classifies inputs as either fixed or variable. A fixed input is defined 
as one whose quantity cannot readily be changed when market conditions 
indi cate that an immediate change in output is desirable (9). No input 
is actually considered absolutely f ixed for even short periods of time, 
but for simplicity are assumed fixed due to the prohibitive cost of mak-
ing them variable. 'I'his cost would be so great as to make them irrele-
vant to the decision at hand. Examples of fixed inputs might be land, 
buildings or equipment. On the other hand, a variable input could be con-
sidered as one whose quantity can be adjusted quickly or almost instan-
taneously in response to desired changes in output. ~w materials and 
production labor are often classified as variable inputs. 
Classifying inputs as variable or fixed allows the economist to divide 
the plarming period into t he short -run and the long-run. The short-run 
can be consider ed as t he plarming .;criod in whi ch one or more of L.he factor 
inputs are classified as fixed. Thus in the short-run, the entrepreneur 
can only adj ust t he level of output by vurying the us e of variable inputs. 
He cannot i.nunediat oly const ruct a building or i nstall equipment. However, 
he can adjust var i able inputs such an raw material s or labor in order to 
expand or reduce the level of output as desired. 
The long-run is considered by t he economist a s t hat period of time 
in which all inputs can be considered vari able. In t he short-run the 
entrepreneur could expand output by oper ating more hours, but in the long-
run output can be increased by const ruct ing additional productive facil-
i t ies. Thus the long-run can be considered as a planning horizon (9, 
p. 198). Once l ong-run deci sions have been made, however, the entrepre-
neur is operating in the short-run. 
From the concept of fixed and variable inputs and of short and long-
run pl anning periods, the economist can classify cost s as f ixed or vari-
able. Fixed and vari able inputs mnltiplied by t hei r input prices will 
gi ve fixed and variable costs r espectivel y. Fixed costs are those t hat 
will exist i f output i s zero or i f output is at capacity. On the other 
hand, variable cos ts will tend t o vary proportionately with the l evel of 
out 9ut. 
'fhe typical short-run average cost curve is U-shaped, assw11ing a 
proJuction function with a range of incr ea3ine and then decreaning re-
1,11rns to variabl e inputs . The declining por t ion i s t he result of the 
spr eading of f ixed cost (overhead) over more uni ts of out~ut. ~ventually, 
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Figure 1. Long-run average cost curve 
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however, average variable cost increases at a faster rate than average 
fixed cost decl ines, causing the shor t-run average cost curve to rise . 
Figure 1 i l l ustrates alternati ve pl ant sizes and thei r associated 
short- run average cost curves . A feed mill capable of producing 100 tons 
per day might be represented by (SAC1 ) , while (SAC2) and (SAc3) represent 
mills producing 200 and JOO tons of feed per day respectively. The most 
efficient method of producing ~ tons of feed i s in plant 1, until we 
1 desire ~ tons of feed produced per day. At output levels greater than 
~ 1, a larger plant will have a lower per unit cost than plant l . For 
example, to produce x2 tons of f eed will only cost c2 per ton in plant 
2 as compared to c1 per t on in plant 1 . 
The aver .:i.ge cost of producing a t on of feed in various size feed 
mills will form a long-run averaec cost curve. The long-run average cost 
curve is an envelope of various short-run average cost curves as illus-
trat ed by the heavy dark line in figure 1. The long-run average cost 
curve is a planning device for building the optimal size plant to produce 
a level of output at the least possible cost per unit. 
The shape of the long-run average cost curve is U-shaped as was the 
short-run average cost curve. The re~son for the U-shape of the long-run 
aver age cost curve is due to incre 1sing and decreasing returns to size. 
Economies of size are said t o exist when the long-run average cost 
curve slopes dovmward. Two reasons are given to explain this concept 
(9, p. 21). The first is due to t he speci alization and division of labor. 
This occurs in large plants where each worker becomes very proficient in 
a few taGks. On the other hand, smaller plants require each worker to do 
many different jobs in the prod11cti on process. i ewer j obs per employee 
in a larger plant also reduces the time spent changing jobs and equipment. 
Technological factors are al so an explanation for economies of size. 
Larger plants can better harmonize t he rates of output of different 
machines and equipment. Another technological factor is due to the fact 
that average investment per unit of output is lower with larger facilities. 
A final technological element which causes economies of scale to exist is 
t he use of substantially better quality equipment in larger plants (9 ). The 
e;-:pansion of scale also often permits the use of automated equipment 
which tend to reduce the per unit cost. 
Economic theory refers to t he rising part of the long-run average 
cost curve as diseconomies of scale . Loss of coordination and control 
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of various plant activities by management result as the scale of the 
plant ex:>ands. Inefficiency and rising per unit cost set in when paper-
work and red tape become excessive (9, p. 212) • 
.Elnpirical evidence has suggested that diseconomies of scale do not 
actually exist. Cost studies have suggested an L-shaped long-run average 
cost curve exists in reality unless asse~bly or distributional costs are 
included in the analysis. 
Under the theory of perfect competition, the optimal size plant will 
be the one where long-run average costs are minimized. At this point, 
quantity x
3 
in figure 1, per unit costs of r roduction will be minimized 
with respect to internal plant costs. 
In analyzing plants in the real world, some modifications and elabor-
ation3 of conventional economic theory are in order. The nature of plant 
operations and the modifications needed are discussed by Frencn, ->am;~1et, 
nd 3ressler (11). The time dimension for output variation, plant seg-
l'!lentation, discontinuous variation in rates of output, and plant stages 
need to be stressed in their relation to economic theory. 
The time and rate dimensions are important in varying output and in 
detennining total cost functions. .o/hen output is varied by holding the 
rate of output fixed and varying the hours that the plant operates, marg-
inal cost will tend to be constant and the total cost function linear. 
However, i£ the time dimension is held constant and the rate of output 
varied, the total cost function will be the conventional curvilinear 
shape. 
Some statistical cost studies have used data from successive account-
17 
ing periods and have failed to recognize that output is varied by both 
hours of operation as well as changes in output rates per hour. The 
total cost curves derived in such cases will be linear or curvilinear, 
depending on whether output varied due to hours of operation or output 
rates per hour. 
Segmentation is another factor that tends to cause the total coat 
function to be linear. Segmentation results when fixed factors can be 
added or withdrawn from plant operations without affecting efficiency. 
Thus identical machines can be employed to vary the rate of output with-
out changing the proportion of inputs. Thia results in constant margi-
nal cost and a linear but discont inuous total cost function. 
Segmentation causes the total cost function to be discontinuous in 
the ra t e dimension. Figure 2 illustrates a discontinuous total cost 
function due to seglllentation. To produce output \ or less only requires 
one unit of a fixed factor such as a ~achine. To produce output X2, 
however, requires an additional machine and worker. Thus producing X2 
output per time period will result in the two machines operating at less 
than their capacity. Consequently total costs will rise in "steps" due 
to the indivisibility of fixed factors. 
Discontinuities also occur in the time dimension. For example, 
labor often receives overtime wages for all hours worked after 40 hours. 
8imilarly, wages of a night shift often must be higher in order to attract 
employees. Changing factor price s will cause the total cost function to 
bend when the plant operates over 40 hours per week. l"igure 3 illus-
trates the affect on the total cost function. 
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The analysis of µlant operations by ea.ch individual stage helps the 
economist wen making cost studies. :i'l ant operations consist of several 
technical stages, transportation links and storage points between and 
within stages. 
Each teclmical stage is defined as consisting of a.11 durable and 
nondurable productive services that perfonn a single operation (11, 
p. 545). Conventional theory of production more aptly applies to the 
plant stage. The total cost fw1ction i s an integrat ion and aggregation 
of the costs of the individual s tages . This results in essentially two 
problems. 
The first of these is finding 11hannonious" combinations of capacities 
of t he tlllits of fixed (but discretely ui visiole ) equipment used at each 
plant stage. This is essentially a problem of finding a common denomi-
nator of the capacities of all durable factors. For ex.ample, if machine 
A can operate at JO units per hour and machine B at 45 units per hour, 
a harmonious combination of the two will be a minimum of three machine 
A•s and two machine B•s. With thin combination, a minimum of 90 units 
per hour can be produced without any unused capacity. 
Another problem in the aggr egation and integration of plant stages 
i s determining the appropriate ty; •e of equipment at each plant stage. 
Nany machines are often able to perfor m the operations of a single stage . 
However, the economy of any piece of equipment will depend on how well 
it hannonizes with the rates of out p1.it of other equi9ment . 
The problem of developing a lons -run average cost function iz?.volves 
selecting and integrating alterna.~lve pr oJuction techniques for various 
20 
size plants. If there are many st~ges in a plant and many techniques 
in each stage, then the number of combinations of these could become 
quite large. In order to avoid analyzing each of the combinations, only 
the efficient techniques are aggregated into a long-run cost function. 
To facilitate the economist in determining which techniques are 
efficient, the concept of economic s tages are introduced. Economic 
stages are com!)Osed of one or several technical stages . The technical 
stages within o.n economic stage are interdependent. ·rechnic.:ll sta~es 
in ,iifferent economic stages are i ndepencle11t of each other. 
Cost functions are developed for each technique in an economic 
stage. An envelope is then formed to determine the most efficient tech-
nique for any rate of output in an economic s tage. 
Figure 4 illustrates three alternative technologies in performing 
t 1-;e necessary functions of an econo.11ic s t ;-,ge. Thus up to a rate of out~ut 
of 'S_ uni ts per tb~e peri od, technique I is most efficien~. ior rates 
or output between JS_ and x2, technique II is most efficient, and for 
rates of output ereater than x2, technique III is the most efficient. 
Similar envelopes can be obtained for other econo~c stages. These 
costs are then aegregated to determine the long-run internal plant cost 
function. 
Distribution costs as well as internal plant costs must be considered 
when building various size feed mills. A large volwne plant will require 
a bi~ger trade area. As the trade area expands, distributional costs will 
increase since the distance that the feed must be t ransported also in-
creases. Thus the economies of internal plant costs and diseconomies of 
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Figure 5. Theoretical trade area assuming various road distances from 
a plant located at point P 
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distribution costs must be balanced when determining the optimal size 
f acility. 
In Iowa, county roads typi call:r follow section lines, presenting a 
square grid system of roads. In situations such a s this, the l east costly 
are~ to dist ribute feed is a square tilt ed 45 degrees to the road net as 
illustrated in figure 5 (10, p . 767). 
Thus plant P will serve a two square mile trade area if the maximum 
dis t ance feed will be transport ed i s one road mile. One half of the 
sections 1, 2, 3, and 4 would be served. If the tr~de area is allowed 
to expand to a maximum of t wo road miles from plant .r, t he trade area is 
then eight square miles. This i s due to all of s ections 1, 2, 3, and 4 
plus one half s ections 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12. 
The marginal area gained by extending the outer boundary of the 
square trade area from one t o two miles is six square miles (8-2). The 
general formula for computing marginal a rea gained is as follows: 
where l·I is the marginal area gained by extending the outer boundary of 
t he trade area one additional road mile from t he plant and R. is the 
l. 
distance from the plant t o the outer boundary of the trade area by the 
road grid. Thus the marginal area eained by extending the outer boundary 
of the trade area an additional mile to three road miles would be ten 
square miles. 
The total ar ea of the t r ade area would be a s umma t ion of t he marginal 
areas. In our ex.ample, t i1e mar1,;inal ar eus of 2, 6, and 10 square miles 
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woulrl be added together to give a total area of l J square miles whon the 
road distance from the central plant to the outer boundary of the trade 
area is 3 miles. 
If we assume that the density of feed consumption in our trade area 
is uniform, we can then calculate the volume of .feed our plant can supply. 
ThiG will simply be the result of multiplying the square miles of the 
trade area by the consumption densi ty per square mile. The marginal 
volume of feed demanded may be expressed as follows: 
D "' (4R1 - 2) C 
where D is the marginal volume of feed i road miles from the plant and 
C is the consum9tion density per square mile. 
As an example, assume the trade area extends three road miles from 
the plant and that the consumption density is 20 tons per square mile. 
The marginal volume gained (assuming 100 percent market share) by extend-
ing our boundary from two to three miles from the plant will be 200 tons 
of feed. 
In order to detennine the total volume of feed consumed in the trade 
area , we must simply sum up the marginal volumes of feed. This may be 
expressed by the following: 
R 
TV "' J: (4R1 - 2) C i ,. 1 
where TV is the total volume of feed de.111anded in the trade area. In our 
example total volume would be )60 tons (40 + 120 + 200). 
The distribution coats involved in delivering a ton of feed can be 
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separated into fixed and v .riable components. The time and effort in-
vol ved in loading and unloading feed will be the same if the feed l s trrurn-
ported l or 20 miles. Driving time , gasoline and ot her similar coats, 
however, will vary with the number of miles t he feed is transported. The 
per unit coat of transportation could be represented by the fol lowing: 
UT • a + b (i) 
where UT is the per unit cost of transportation, a is the per unit fixed 
cost of delivering feed, b is the per unit variable cost of delivering a 
ton of f eed one mile, and i is the number of miles the feed is delivered. 
In or der to determine the t otal distribution costs involved in de-
livering feed in a square trade area, we must s:iJnply swn the product 
of marginal volwne and per unit transportati on costs for each additional 
mileage increment from the plant. This could be expressed as f ollows: 
. R u TT = . J: ( 4Ri - 2) C fa + b ( i ) 
l. = 1 L: 
where TT is the total distribution cost of delivering feed. 
To determine the average distributi on cost (Arx:::) is simply a matter 
of dividing total dis tribution cost s by the volume obtained in the trade 
area.. Average distri bution costs increase at a decreasing rate as volume 
expands with a larger t rade area . 
To combine average distributional and internal plant costs is simply 
a matter of addi tion. Figure 6 i l lu:>trates the f orming of t he coi:ibi ned 
average cost ( CAC) f unction from distr i butional (AOC ) and internal plant 
cost s (LAC). 
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The combined average cost function may be used as a guide to evaluate 
cost advantages of various scales of operation considering alternative 
consumption densities. Inference can be made as to the number and loca-
tion by spatially locating firms in optDnal size trade areas in which 
economies of scale can be utilizell. This is a simplified sit uation since 
vari ous assumptions were made concerning unifonn consumption density and 
a square road · ~rid system. 
Ideally, the Stollsteimer model for optimal µlant size, nwnber, and 
location could be utilized (18). However, this approach is expensive 
to use since the computer would make a laree number of computations . It 
is also doubtful that the feed ret<liling industry woulJ follow the re-
sults given from the Stollsteimer model. This approach is more appli-
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cabl e to ~m i ndustry rather than to the in.tiviJual i'l i-1:1 Gi t untion ,. 'l'he 
Stollsteimer model does not require consum~tion density to be unifonn, 
nor does it require the road net t o be a square grid system. The model 
also allows locational factors to influence the internal plant cost 
function. The 3tollsteimer model simultaneously solves the problem of 
determining the number, size and location of plants that minimize the 
combined transportation and processini costs involved in assembling and 
processing a given quantity of raw material produced in varying amounts 
at scatt ered production points (18, p. 631 ). This model will solve 
equally well the same problem involvine distribution and processing costs. 
This approach first minimizes transportation costs ·Nit h respect to 
plant numbers Wlder alternative locational patterns of plants. As plant 
numbers increase, the average distance from the plants to the demand 
points decreases , and thus transportation costs decline. 
Although transportation costs decline as plant numbers increase, the 
annual long-run cost of establishin~ and maintaining addi tional plants 
increase as facilities are duplicated. Thus a solution must balance 
distrioution and plant fixed costs in detennining the optimal number, 
size and location of plants. 
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CHAPTE:R IV. Ml!. "HOJ OF ANALYSIS 
The quantification of cost i s usually done for one of the following 
purposes: (1) to test theoretical hypotheses; (2 ) t o verify economic 
theory; or (3) to provide useful i nf ormation for decision makers. 
The ce are two principal approa·:hes to estim:.i.ting cost functions. 
The f i rst of these, the syntheti c method, is developed from the detailed 
s tudy of plant stages and operations and the integration and aggregation 
of these stages i nto a total cost f unction. In other words, a model plant 
is developed on paper to represent an efficient plant in the real world 
from data obtained from engineers, equipment dealers, building contractors, 
and accounting records. The seconJ , the statistical approach, derives 
~clationships from t he analysis of aggregate cost and volume data. This 
method uses the actual costs incurred by firms in the real world. 
The synt hetic method has several advantages. A p~~ary one is that 
it reflects the best practice and technology available to use in operating 
a plant. Thus by changing t echnology, the researcher can detennine the 
affect on cost and can choose the e1'ficient practices. Synthetic models 
also are advantageous in t hat they have better comparability with respect 
to spatial differences in plants. On the other hand, statistical coat 
estimations are averages and nonnally do not adjust for spatial differences 
adequately. Simulation models have an ad<litional advantage of beine able 
to develo~ cost-output relationships for plants that are larger than ones 
which exist in the real world. 
The synthetic method of cost es timation also has several tlisadvan-
tages. A principal one is that it is expensive in its use of research 
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inputs. In order to 1.VOid inten3i ve use of reso.:i.rch inputs, the research-
er will often update or adjust clata from previous st.1dies. Another disad-
vantage of this method is that the researcher cannot estimate parameters 
or apply statistical tests to determine the validity of the estimates. 
Thi.; approach also has an 11unreal 11 connotation in that it does not r eflect 
the costs being incurred in the real world. further, it will not indicate 
to the researcher how far off the actual industry is from the frontier 
(efficiency) function. Ideally the researcher should compare his simula-
tion model to a statistically derived one. 
Stat istical coJt analysis has the following advantages: (1) uses 
readily available accounting data, (2) low in cost , (3) regression coef-
ficients can be subjected to statistical tests, and (4) th~y reflect the 
real cost of plant operations. The principal disadvantage, however, is 
that they represent an average cost of operation and thus do not reflect 
the most efficient methods. This averagillG effect can also be found in 
some synthetic models if the coeff icients used are statistical averages. 
The method of estimating a cost i'unction is dependent on the resources 
available to the researcher and the uyecific objectives of the s t udy. 
If resources are plentiful, the researcher could use the synthetic approach 
and estimate cost functions with detailed industrial engineering analysi s 
or time and motion study. However, i f research inputs are limi ted, per-
haps the synthetic method of cost analysis using accounting records as a 
source of data would be more appropriate. A further limitation of research 
inputs might sug8est t hat a s ~atiGtical cost study mLght be moat desi rable. 
The specific objective and purpose of a cost s t udy will also have imper-
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tant implication~ as to which mctho,i i :.; .11os t. a.ppropri .:ite f or the rese:.i.rch-
er. 
'rhe synthetic method of cost estimation was used in this study. 
lt'our model feed mills were developed and then analyzed and compared to 
each other with respect to their annual operating costs . 
In order to ob tain a better understanding and ap:ireciation of the 
problems facins feed mllls, the aut'.1or visited eight central Iowa eleva -
tors and observed t he operati on of their feed mills. Labor, administra-
t ive, equipment, land, and out put data wer e gathered from these feed mills 
as a source of infom.ation in synti:esizing the f our model f eed mills 
developed in this study. The armual cost involved in operating t !:ese 
eight central Iowa feed mills was computed to use as a benchmark f or com-
parison with the operating costs synthesized in the model feed mills. The 
costs incurred by t he feed mil ls surveyed were difficult to compute due 
to the accounting procedures used by elevators. Elevators do not separate 
or distinguish costs incurred by their multiple departments. For ex.ample, 
the cost of electricity is lumped together for the entire elevator and is 
not broken down into t he feed, fertilizer, grain, or other departments . 
This makes the cost analysis of an in-lividual department difficult. 
Another problem encountered when computing the cost of operating 
the eight central Iowa feed mills is the cost of durables. In order to 
be able to cornµare the cost of operating the feed mi lls surveyed witb 
the model feed mills synthesised, equipment and building costs wer e up-
dated t o present day dollars. This was done by adjusting the equipment 
and mill bui l din::; costs upwared t o 1971 values by usin~ equipment and 
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construction price indices to compensate _·or i nflation and to all ow com-
parison of their individual cost of operations. 
Investment data required to build and equip the model feed mills were 
obtained from Todd and Sargent Inc. of /I.mes. Associ ated with the inves t-
ment cost are f ixed coats such a s depreciation, insurance, interest, and 
property taxes. Administrative co::its were com:>u teu using dat a from the 
f eed mills surveyed by the author. 
Labor costs were computed using labor s tandards develo.;ed i n previous 
studies and from hourly wages paid by the elevators surveyed. Utility 
costs are taken from a previous s tudy. Miscellaneous and repair costs 
are derived from data o.f t he survey of eight central Iowa feed mills . 
The above costs are computed under the following assumptions which 
will be discussed further in the f ollowing chapter: 
1. Grain is received directly from the main elevat or by gravity 
f low directly i n to the grain stor age tanks next to the feed 
mill. This is a reasonable assumption since most grain used 
in custom f eed is either bo11Bht f rom the elevator by the fanner 
or is stored by the elevator for the f anner under a grain banking 
system. This assumption al so will simplif_y- the distribution 
analysis in a later study t hat will assume all feed is delivered 
by t he feed mill trucks. A l a r ge 9ercentage of feed is delivered 
to farmers in J elivery trucks from feed mills in central Iowa. 
2. The cost of grain, feed ingredients, supplements, sacks, or other 
raw materials is not consider ed in t his study. Only the cost 
of receiving, processing, mixing, pelleting, s acking, and loading 
out f eed is considered. .LJ:i.stribution costs will be combined 
with the inplant costs developed in this study in a later study. 
). Adequate land for the feed r:i.111 f Qcilities and surrounding area 
can be purchased for 2 , on0 rlollars . 
4. The annual labor cost of a mill worker to t he elevator is 7,523 
rlollars. 
5. Feed mills are asswned t o operate 280 days per year. This figure 
was used since elevat ors ~re nonnally open f i ve and a hal f da.y a 
per week except f or six holidays. 
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CHAPTER V. \:iALYJIJ o.:.r DATA 
'Model Feed l·:i.lls 
Each feed mill in Iowa is designed and equipped f or a specific purpose 
and situation peculiar to ito own particular area. Because each feed mill 
is different, it is difficult to describe any 11 t.r~'ical11 f eed mill. It is 
necessary to be specific as to the type of bitilding and ::>ize of equi µment. 
This study is made of four model feed mills having capacities of 48, 
160, and 240 tons of feed per eight hour day. There are two 240 ton 
model mills. One is equipped t o pellet a portion of its output whil e t he 
other 2LO ton model i s assU!l\ed to produce all ma sh f eed. 
The )+8 ton model i s not a duplicate of an actual feed mill as are the 
other model feed mills. The 48 ton model was synthesi zed by the author 
wit h help from personnel at Todd and Sargent Inc . of Ames, I owa. This 
model was devel oped to synthesize operating costs of a low volume feed 
mill with a relatively low investment. 
The feed mill buildinr, is made of steel a s is the 5 , 380 bushel stilted 
grain storage tank. Grain is tran~ferred to t his grain tank directly from 
the main elevator. In additi on to the grain storage, 132 tons of bulk 
storage are available in eight 12-ton ingredient bins and six 6- ton load-
out bins. The mill building does not have a .full basement but only a pit 
fo r the receivinr; leg. 
The 48 ton model is equipped to grind, cri.J;i. , and mix feed. A one 
and one-half ton vertical mixer is used f or mixing feed. A small amount 
of f eed can be bagged directly f r om this mixer. Ingredient s are gathered 
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from the ingredient bins, weighed, and moved to the vertical mixer in a 
weigh buggy. The grinder is a 60 horsepower full circle gr avity mill 
ca?able of grinding 12 to 15 tons per hour according to personnel at Todd 
and Sargent Inc. A 10 horsepower rollenrtill is used f or crimping grain. 
A 10 by So foot scale is asswned to be used 25 percent of the time by the 
feed department. Table 13 lists the major equipment included in the 48 
ton model feed mill. 
The 160 ton model feed mill is a c.lnplicate of an actual feed mill with 
grain storage and warehouse space added. This model represents a medium 
size feed mill capable of mixing 160 tons of feed in an eight hour day. 
The mill building and 111 000 bushel stilted grain tank are both 
constructed of steel. Grain is acain a~sumed to be transferred directly 
from the main elevator to the grain tank. A total of 226 tons of bulk 
atorage i s available in ten ingred:i_ent and eight load-out bins. 
The 160 ton model is designed to gr i nd, crimp, mix, and bag feed. 
A two ton horizontal mixer with a hopper scale and semiautomatic controls 
is used for mixing f eed. A 100 horsepower grinder and a 15 horsepower 
rollennill are used for processing Grain. A 10 by 50 foot scale is 
a nswned to be used 50 percent of the time by the feed departnent. The 
other SO percent of the time it is used by other c.lepartments of the 
elevator. Table 14 lists the basic equipment incluU.ed in the 160 ton 
model feed mill. 
The 240 ton model mill is a duplicate of an actual feed mill with 
pelleting operations. The 240 ton model without pelleting operations is 
the same model feed mill with the removal of the pelleti nG equipment. . 
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·.L'his model repr1:1sents a lar ge vol'.111!e feed mill wl th a relative large in-
vestment. 
A steel mill building and two 111 000 bushel stilted gr uin tanks make 
up the building facilities. The bulk storage capacity is 528 tons in 
13 ingredient, 2 pelletiflB, and 13 load-out bins. 
The equipment in the 240 ton model feed mills is listed in table 15. 
The only difference between the pelletin~ and nonpelleting models is the 
equipment listed under the pelleting work center. Naturally, no pelleting 
equipment is in the nonpelleting 240 ton model. A 100 horsepower full 
circle gravity mill, 20 horsepower rollermill, 100 horsepower pellet mill, 
and a 3 ton horizontal mixer make up the basic equipment of this model. 
Capacity 
The capacity of the model feed mills was detennined by the size of 
t he mixer and the length of time a mixin~ cycle required. The mixing 
cycle includes the following: move the feed ingredients into the mixer, 
mix the feed, and empty the mixer. 
The 48 ton model a ssumes a mixing cycle of 15 minutes. This is a 
relatively long cycle in comparison to the other models. Tnis cycle is 
longer since the millman must obtain and weigh the feed ingredients in a 
weigh buggy. This method of weighing and llloving feed ingredients is more 
labor conswning in comparison to the methods used in the other feed mills. 
The h8 ton per eight honr day ca.pa.city is computed by multiplying 1.5 
tons (size of the verti cal rn:L--cer) times 32 cycles (L cycles per hour times 
8 hours per day = 32 cycles). 
The mixing cycle for the 160 and 240 ton model feed mills is six 
minutes. The feed ingredients are moved to a hopper scale above a 2 ton 
or 3 ton horizontal mixer by gravity and f eeder screws in the 160 and 
240 ton models respectively. The feed is mixed for J.5 minutes per batch 
and then discharced from the mixer in 2. ) minutes. Another batch of feed 
can be dwnped into t he mixer from the hopper scale i.mr'lediately after the 
mixer is empty. The 160 ton per eight hour day capacity is computed by 
multiplying 2 tons (size of the horizontal mixer) times 80 cycles (10 
cycles per hour ti.mes 8 hours per day 0 80 cycles) . Similarly the 240 ton 
per ei ght hour day capacity is computed by mul t i plying 3 tons (size of the 
mixer) times 80 cycles (10 cycles per hour times 8 hours per day = 80 
cycles). 
It should be noted that these are theoretical capacities of the mixer. 
These capacities a ssume the following: no major equipment breakdowns, 
sufficient feed orders, and no other major problems or shortages. These 
conditions are necessary to operate t he model feed mills at their theoreti-
cal capacities. 
Out!)ut 
Many feed mills in Iowa perform four basic ser..rl.ces for farmers. 
'These are: crimping grain, grinding Grain, mixing f eed, and also sacking 
a relatively small amount of custom feed. In addition, a feed mill with 
pelleting equipment may pellet a !lnall amount of custom feed. The pellet-
ing equipment is normally used more extensively to pellet f ormula feed 
mixed by the feed mill. 
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ironnulu foeu in thia :it.Udy \ n .(ef.Lne,l uti reed cont!lining t Wl) or lllOro 
ingredients that are proceaaed or mixed a. ·cording to set or formula spec-
ifications. Examples of fonnula f eed are concentrates such as cattle 
sup9lement or a complete feed such as pig prestarter. 
Custom feed will be defined as feed made to the customer's specifi-
cations. This usually includes gr i nding or crimping the farmer ' s grain 
and mixing supplements and/or other ingredients with them. Grain banking 
is often used in connection with the ma.king of custom feed. 
In order to determine how much grain should be crimped or ground, 
and how much feed should be mixed, sacked, or pelleted in the model feed 
mills, the author used the average output of eight central Iowa feed mills 
as a source of information. 
The annual output (tons of grain crimped or ground and feed mixed, 
pelleted, or bagged) of feed mills is not readily obtainable from ele7ators. 
Elevator records usually contain only dollar sales of feed retailed and 
do not reveal the physical tons of feed processed or mixed in the feed mill. 
The annual output of feed mills can be accurately estimated by an-
alyzing the annual service charge income from mill operations. Feed mills 
charge their patrons service charges at rates comparable to the following: 
grinding $2.00/ton 
crimping $1.00/ton 
mixing .,;1. 00/ton 
bagging ~) •. )0/ton 
pelleting $).00/ton 
After obtaining the annual service charge incomes from elevator 
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records, the author estimated the µercentage that each of the above 
service charges represented of the t otal annual service charges. This 
was done by going through three months of feed receipts and determining 
the service income attributable to grinding, crimping, mixing, bagging, 
and pelleting. The next step in estimating annual output was to multiply 
the estimated percentage income attributable to each service by the annual 
service income. The product would r epresent the estimated annual income 
from each service. The estimated annual income from each service could 
then be converted to physical tons by dividing by the service charge per 
ton. 
A hypothetical example of the above might help clarify the procedure. 
First, assume an elevator has an annual income of 10,000 dollars from 
various feed mill servi ce charge::; . i'he problem l s t o determine how much 
of this 101 000 dollars is brought in by each service since elevator re-
cords reveal only total service income. This can be done by examining 
three months (for example March, July, and November) of daily feed re-
ceipts. The researcher then adds up the service income for each service 
(crimping, grinding, mixing, pelleting, and bagging) in these three months. 
Assume the service charges and their respective percentages during 
the three months are as presented in table 1. To determine the estimated 
annual service income from grinding, t he researcher simply multiplies 48 
percent (from table 1) times 10,000 dollars to get 4,800 dollars. Thus 
of the 10, 000 dollars in service income, 4,800, 1, 200, 3,700, 100, and 
200 dollars are est~nated to result f rom gr inding, crimping, mixing, bag-
ging, and pelleting service~ respectively. These annual dollar figures 
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Table 1. Hypothetical aervioe income for R i'oetl r:tlll f or thr ee 11100 t.hs 
.:>ervice 
Grinding 
Crimping 
Mixing 
Bagging 
Pelleting 
Total 
Income 
(dollars) 
1,600 
420 
1,295 
JS 
10 
J, 500 
Percent of total 
(percent) 
48 
12 
31 
1 
2 
100 
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can be converted to tons by dividing each by their service charge per ton. 
Thus 2,400 tons of feed were ground ( .P4800 ~ 4i2. 00/ton • 2400 tons ) . Sim-
i l arly annual output estimates of 1,200, 3,700, 33, :ind 67 tons were 
crimped, mixed, bagged, and pelleted respectively. 
The output of different feed mills in central Iowa vary with the type 
of livestock produced in t he area . For example, an area with a large number 
of turkey producers Hill have more crimping service charges t han an area 
predominantly of hog producers. Turkey feed often contains crimped corn 
while hog feed nonnaJJ.y contains ground corn explai ns this difference. An 
averaee output of eight central Io;\fa feed mills was used to determine the 
out put of the model feed mills in t hi3 study. 
Table 2 lists t he output of three model feed mills without pelleting 
operation3. Total output of the f eed mill is considered all feed that 
pa.mes through the mixer plus any crimped grain not going through the 
mixer. The tons ground, crimped, mixed, and bagged was detennined by 
multiplying the mill capacity times t he percent of total output. The per-
cent of total output does not add to l~O percent in table 2 since feed 
normally has more than one operation perfonned on it (for example, grain 
is ground and then mixed). An averar,e of eight central Iowa feed mills 
crimped 25 percent of their total output. Thus if the 4o ton model feed 
mill was opera t i ng at 100 percent capacity, then 12 tons of grain would 
be crimped. Of this 12 tons of crimped grain, 6 ton3 on the average would 
then be mixed with a supplement in t:.he mixer. The other 6 tons of crimped 
grain woulcl not be mixed bv.t would be loaded out a s crimped grain. The 
farmer could then simply add supplement to the crimped grain himsel f . 
Table 2. Output of three ~odel feednills 
Operation 
Crimping 
Grinding 
Mixing 
Bagging 
Percent ofa 
t otal output 
2s.o 
66.9 
87.S 
1.4 
48 ton model 
(tons) 
12.0 
32.1 
42.0 
0.1 
160 ton model 
(tons) 
40.0 
107.0 
140.0 
2. 2 
240 ton mc»1el 
(tons ) 
60. 0 
16o.6 
210.0 
J.4 
B..rotal output i s defined as the number of tons going through the mixer plus the crim?ed 
grain that is not mixed. One-half of the cri.m~ed grain (12. 5 percent of the total output) is 
mixed with sup7le."T!.ent in the l"lixer. The remaining one-half of the crimped grain is loaded 
out by itself. 
\..o.J 
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'l'l1e 6 t on;:> 01' c r lmpe.l grain tha t. u. 1 .... mix(;J. is aL:10 i ncluJed in Lile 42 tone 
of feed mixed in the 48 ton model in table 2. Very little bagging i s done 
of custom feed in feed mills (1.4 percent of total output). The amount 
of grain in custom mixed feed averaged 79 percent. Thus 21 percent of 
castom mixed feed was made up of supplements and/or other ingredients such 
as snlt, mineral, premix, bonemeal , l inseed meal, alfalfa meal, soybean 
meal, etc . 
Table 3 presents the output of the 240 ton model feed mill with 
pelleting operations. In this model 36. 7 tons of formula feed is assumed 
to be made per day . This was based on an average of three central Iowa 
feed mills who manufact ured f ormula feed . An average of 15. 3 percent of 
output was fonnula feed (36. 7 t ons ) . The custom services done on the 
remaining 203. 3 tons of custom f eed are based on the same percentages used 
in table ~ with the exception of cus tom pelleting which was done on 2 
percent of the custom feed in table J. lo'onilula feed usually contains less 
r,rain because it is Generally a protein supplement. It is also assumed 
that 50 percent of the formula feed is bagged and 50 percent is pelleted. 
Inves t ment 
The investment required to build and equip a specific size mill can 
vary substantially due to a number of factors. Some of these factors are: 
(1) locat ion, (2) grain and bulk storage f acilities , (3 ) quality and type 
of equipment, and (LJ building mater i als. 
The locat ion whc+e a feed mill is being built m<iY have a sub;Jtantial 
effect on building costs. Labor normally acco\Ults for 25 percent of the 
Table ) . Output of the 240 t on model feed mill wit h pellet ing equipment 
Operation 
Crimp in~ 
Gr inding 
l iixing 
Bagging 
Pelleting 
a Custom feed 
(tons ) 
5v.8 
136. o 
177.9 
2. 8 
4.1 
b Fonnula feed 
(tons) 
o.o 
22.oc 
")6. 7 
10. ) 
18. ) 
Tot al 
(tons ) 
so.a 
15d. o 
214.6 
21.1 
22.4 
8Based on the same percentage of output used in table 2. 
b 
One-half of the f onnula f eed is bagged and one-half is pelleted. 
cAssumes 60 percent of fonnula feed is grain. All grain is assumed 
to be ground. 
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cost of building and equipping a f ced ::ii.11 according t o personnel at Todd 
and Sargent Inc., a designer and builder of feed mills and grain elevators. 
Thus building costa will be significant ly higher near large urban centers 
where labor unions may be strong. For e ~runple, the ~ost to Todd and Sar-
1{ent of building a fully equipped .feed mill in Iowa is less t han building 
a similar feed mill without equipment in ~t. Paul, Ninnesota. The distance 
the building site is from a source of building materials and equipment 
wil l also affect the cost of building a feed mill. 
The grain, ingredient, and load-out storage requirements also affect 
t he cost of building. The cost of welding bulk bin wall seams is greater 
than if they are bolted together. Grain storage facility costs will vary 
significantly if grain is stored in steel stilted grain t anks or in over-
head bins. 
The quality and type of equipment also affects i nvestment require-
ments . High quality equipment will ~robably have a longer useful life 
but will require a l arger initial investment. Inferior equipment, on the 
other hand, will usually be less costly. Thei r useful life will be 
shorter than the higher quality equipment, but in the short-run they may 
be able t o perfonn the same task. In other words, t hey may be able to 
produce the same tonnage of feed during a given period of time. 
Building materials affect the cost of the feed :nill building directly. 
Nonn.ally, steel i s less expensive for smaller buildings while slip-form 
concrete becomes more economical as the height and &ize of the building 
increases . The type of building mater ial also has an affect on the in-
surance rates paid by the feed mill. 
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The investment cost figures used for the model feed mills in this 
study are provided in table 4. The cost figure s provided r epresent the 
cost of equipment, building materials, l abor, subcontractors fees, rent, 
and miscellaneous costs to t he contractor. An additional 15 percent of 
the above costs i s included to cover overhead costs and profit. 
The cost of land is assumed to be 2, 000 dollars in all models. This 
should buy enough land in a rural I owa community to provide sufficient 
area for t he feed mill building, grain storage tanks, warehouse, and truck 
accessibility. 
Operating Cost s 
Operating costs in this study do not include the cost of ingredients, 
~;acks , transportation, or other similar costs . In the short-run, operating 
costs can be separated into variable and fixed cost s. Fixed coets do not 
vary wi tJi tne rate 0£ output while variable costs do . 1''ixed costs include 
depreciation, property truces, insurances, interest on investment, and 
administrative costs. 
Depreciation is the allocation of the initial coat of equipment and 
buildings over their useful life. This study assumed the use.t'ul li.f e of 
the feed mill equipment at 10 years and the useful life of the feed mill 
building at 25 years. A ten percent straight-line rate of depreciation 
for equipment and a four percent straight-line rate of depreciation ! or 
the mill building is both consistent and representative of depreciation 
rates used by cooperative elevat ors in central Iowa . 
Interest on investment was assumed t o be six percent in t his study. 
Table 4. Total and per ton investi-,ent costs in four model feed mills 
Cost item 
F.quipment 
Buildings 
Land 
Total inve:;tnent 
48 ton 
$ 35,700 
79,000 
2,000 
.-;;116, 700 
160 ton 
$ 51,500 
102,000 
2,000 
.i>l5S, 5oo 
24::> ton mash 
~ 73,430 
iso,66o 
2, 000 
~226, 090 
2.iO ton pellet 
$124,430 
150,660 
2,000 
~277 , 090 
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Thi s rate is currently being used by the Omaha Bank of Fanner Cooperatives 
for long-term loans. Cooperative elevators nonnally use this bank for 
long-term credit needs. The annual interest cost was estimated by apply-
ing three percent , or one-half the normal rate of six percent, times the 
total capital investment in equipment and facilities . The asswnption here 
is that t his represents the average investment in buildings and equipment 
over their useful life. The annual interest cost on the nondepreciable 
land investment was calculated at six percent. 
Insurance rates were based on information obtained from a conver-
sation with J1r . Darrell Bluebaker of the Fanners Elevator lfatual Insurance 
Comr.>any of Des Hoines, Iowa. Most cooperative elevators in Iowa are in-
sured by this organization. Insurance rates on feed mills vary siGtlifi-
cantly depending on such factors as building materials, equipment, build-
ing f oundation, electrical wiring, fire detection equi iment , sprinkler 
system, public fire protection and cleanliness. This study aGswned a 
rate of ~5. 50 per $1,000.00 of coverage on a noncombustible steel building 
with equipment and inventory inside. Inventories for the 48, 160, and 240 
ton models were assumed to be val·1ed at 10,000, 301 000, and 40,000 dollars 
respectively. The level of inventory was based on actual inventory levels 
of similar volume feed mills in central Iowa. In addition to the above 
insurance costs, an additional 75 clollar premium was allocated to the 240 
ton model mill with pelleting equi~'ment for coverage of the boiler. 
1' roperty taxes were calculated by aJS'lming a millage rate of 100. 
Thi:J L; repr esentative of many rural communities in Iowa. The property 
tax i s l evied on t he taxable value ~·ihich i s 27 !Jercent of the a.~sessed 
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value. For example, if the a ssessed value is 100, 000 ~ollars, then the 
taxable value is equal to 27,000 dollars (100,000 x 0.27 ) . A property 
tax of 100 mils results in a property tax cost of 2, 100 dollars (27,000 
x 100/1,000). The assessed value in this study was asswued to be the 
total investment in land, equipment, and buildings. 
A final element of fixed costs is that associated with administrative 
personnel. The cooperative elevator normally has three persons in the 
office who perform functions directly related to the feed depar~~ent. 
These personnel include the elevator manager, counternan (often the 
a~sistant manager) , and a bookkeeper . The manager performs such functions 
as or<lering ingredients and merchandise for the f eed mill , talki ng to cus -
tomers, talking to mill employees about routine operations and maintenance, 
and reviewing the perfo:nnance of employees. The counterman performs such 
flUlctions as taking orders, talking with customers, and helping load-out 
bagged feed out of the warehouse. The bookkeeper is involved with such 
tasks as posting accounts receivable, posting accounts payable, and check-
ing and paying invoices associated with the feed department. The salaries, 
wages, payroll taxes and benefits a~aociated with these administrative 
personnel are considered fixed costs since they will not vary dir ectly with 
different levels of output in the f ccd mi l l. 
The salaries for administrative personnel used in this study are an 
average of t hose ~>aid by eight cooperat i ve elevators in central Iowa. 1~n 
average figure was used since the author could find no relationship to 
exist between salaries paid and the size of the f eed mill . The portion of 
administrative time allocated to the feed de?artment is based on estimates 
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made by el evator managers of similar size feed mills in central Iowa. 
ln addition to the salary of the administrative personnel, other 
costs such as !layroll taxes (unemployment and social security) and em-
pl oyee benefits (retirement, medical insurance, life insurance) were in-
cluded in the cost of acbninistration. The amount of benefits provided t o 
employees of cooperative elevators vari es considerably from elevator to 
elevator. Becaus e of the diversity of benefits provided, this study as-
sumed that na.yroll tax.es and benef i ts ClJllounted t o 9.6 percent of the 
salary 9aid. This was the average of eight elevators in central Iowa. 
I•'or example, if the 1)ayroll f or '1Il elevator was 100, )QO dollars, t.nen on 
tho averar,e an additional 9,600 dollars would be paid in payroll taxes 
and benefits. Tabl e 5 illustrates the administrative personnel cost of 
the model feed mills. 
Variable costs are those costs that vary with the level of output 
in the short-run. These include the cost of labor, repairs, supplie s, 
utilities, and other miscellaneous i tems. 
The source of labor input requirements were obtained f rom the Tama-
shunae study and from several Marketing Research !leports done by the 
Economic Research Service of the United St ates Department of Agriculture 
(L, 5, 6, 7, and 8) . The source uaed for any particular job depended on 
the type of equipment used or on the volume of feed or ingredients handled. 
For exampl e, the 48 ton model fee1l 1i1.ill u::;ctl a vert i cal m:L"(er. Thus the 
~ixing labor standards developed by Trunashunas were used since they were 
developed for vertical mixers. 
The standard time needed in minutes per ton to receive bulk and sack 
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Tabl e 5. Administ r ative cost of operating model feed mills 
Personnel 48 ton model 160 ton model 240 ton modela 
(dollars ) (dollars) (dollars) 
Manager 1,730 (l/lO)b 4,325 (1/4) 5, 770 (l/3) 
Countennan 4, 450 (1/2) 8,900 (1) 13,350 (1 1/2) 
Bookkeeper 3, )50 (1/2) 7,o6o (1) 10, 590 (l 1/2 ) 
Total salary 9,710 20, 285 29, 710 
Payroll taxes and benefitsc 932 1,947 2, 852 
Total administrative cost 10,642 22,232 32,562 
aAdministrative cos ts are assumed to be identical for both the pel let-
ing and mash 240 ton models. 
bFigures in brackets indicat e the number of men required. 
c Payroll truces and benefits are compu.t ed at 9. 6 percent of the total 
salary. 
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i ngredients were taken from the Tamashunas 2S ton model mill since the 
t ons received in all 4 model feed mills were about equal to or gr eater 
than his 25 ton model. The labor standards used were also comparabl e to 
l abor requirements used in a Marketing Research Report on recei ving feed 
ingredients (4). It was aGsurned that bagged ingredients received for the 
48, 160, and 240 ton models were one-third, one-fourth, and one-fi fth of 
the t otal tons of ingredient s recei ved respectively. These fractions 
were obtained by examining the invoi ces of feed ingredients received of 
five central Iowa elevators. An except i on was made in the recei ving of 
grain since the author a sSUJTles that all grain received into the feed mill 
grain tanks was obtained f rom the main elevat or. A f lat t en minute per 
day allocation of labor was made since t he labor involved in turning the 
distributor, starting t he elevator leg, and stoppi ng t he leg i s t he same 
in all 4 model .feed mills, r egardl l'SS of t he nwnber of t ons of gr ain r e-
cei ved. 
The processing center labor standar ds were developed f rom a Market -
ing uesearch fleport on grinding and crimping gra.in ( 8 ) . The per ton labor 
standards developed varied substantially since the labor needed to start, 
adjust, and stop the hammenui.11 or rollennill and clean up are about the 
name f or all 4 model feed mills. !lowever, t he number of tons of grain 
gr ound or crimped was much larger with the 160 and 240 ton models. Thus 
t he mill labor required per ton in t he larger mills was substantially less. 
The computation of the labor standar d .for processing grain is i llustrated 
in tables 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21. 
Tamashunas used vertical mixers similar to the 48 ton model f ced mill 
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of this study. Thus the labor standards developed by him for mixing feed 
were felt to be appropriate. The 160 and 240 ton models use horizontal 
mixer:;. Thus labor standards were developed using data from a Marketing 
Hesearch tteport on mixing feeds with horizontal mixers (5). Tables 22 and 
2J present the computation of the labor standards for mixing in the 16o 
and 240 ton model feed mills respectively. 
Table 24 illustrates the computation of the labor standard necessary 
to pellet feed for the 240 ton model W'ith pelleting equipment. A Market-
ing Research Report on pelleting feed was used as a source for developing 
the labor standard (6). 
The sacking cost center used the Tamashunas study as a source of 
labor standards in bagging feed. He found that the time needed to bag a 
ton of feed in his larger models was less than in the smaller model. The 
Tamashunas labor standard used depended upon the quantity of feed bagged 
per day. It was assumed that all feed bagged was put in 50 pound sacks 
and then closed with a sewing head. 
The labor involved in warehousing feed was simply the loading of 
bulk and bagged feed on the delivery truck. The Tamashunas study again 
was used as a source of data for an appropriate labor standard. The l abor 
standard used for loading bulk feed was three minutes per ton in all mod-
els. The labor standard for loading bagged feed was 16.4 minutes per ton 
in the 48 and 160 ton models while it was lJ.9 minutes per ton for the 
240 ton models. 
After labor standards were obtained for all cost centers, they were 
multiplied by the number of tons of feed or ingredients to compute the 
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number of man-minutes needed to operate the model feed ;d lls . It was 
assumed that each man worked nine hours a day which is representative of 
most retail f eed mills i n Iowa. Tables 6, 7, 0, and 9 swnmarize the labor 
requirements of each cost center and also illustrate the computation of 
the number of men required to operate the model feed mills at capacity. 
This resulted in 1.4, 3.0, 3.9, and 6.1 men needed to operate the 48, 160, 
240 (without pelleting), and 240 (with pelleting) ton models respectively. 
This study assumes the marginal millman {unused part of a laborer) 
uses his excess ti.me perf orrning tasks for the other departments of the 
elevator. The cost per man is calcul ated asswning an hourly wage of 
'j)2 . ho. Tr:e mill worlcer labors 50 hours a week and is paid time and a half 
overtime for all work over 40 hours . These figures are representative 
for simil ar businesses in central Iowa. The annual wage of the mill 
worker computed on t he above f i gures would be 6,864 dollars. In addition 
to these wages, the elevator must pay social security taxes, unemployment 
truces, retirement benefits, group life insurance, and group hospitali-
zation insurance. These additional costs were estimated to be 9. 6 percent 
of his annual wage. This resulted in a total annual cost per mill worker 
of 7,.523 dollars. Tne total number of workers required, multiplied by 
7,523 dollars, results in the total labor cost for each model f eed mill. 
Another variable cost, utilities, was calculated using data from a 
study done by the Economic Research Service of the U.S. D.A. (2) . Utility 
costs per ton decre~sed as the si ze of the feed plant increased. Utility 
costs were calculated at .34, 23, and 13 cents a ton for the 48, 160, and 
240 ton model feed mills reapectivel y. 'fhe utility costs incurred. in the 
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Table 6. Labor requirements for t he 48 ton model f eed mill 
·•fork center 
1leceiving: 
Grain 
Bulle ingredients 
Bagged ingredients 
Processing: 
Grind grain 
Crimp grain 
Mixing 
;3acking 
'darehousing: 
Load bulk 
Load sacks 
Total labor 
?'ian-d.ays at 540 minutes 
Tons/clay 
L.4.1 
2.6 
1. 3 
J2 . l 
12.0 
42.0 
0. 1 
47.3 
0.1 
n 1 
:..i tandard ti.'lle, 
min./ton 
a 
3.6 
10.2 
3.1 
2.8 
8.7 
52.3 
3. 0 
16.4 
per day, >45' = l.4b man-days 
Hinutes 
required/clay 
10 
9 
13 
100 
34 
365 
37 
142 
11 
721 
~e grain is received from the main elevator. 'rhe labor is the 
same if l ton or if 100 tons of grain is transferred to the feed mill 
grain tank. 
b ilounded upward to the nearest tenth. 
~· 
' 
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Table 7. Labor requirements for the 160 t on model f._H;,l mill 
work center 
Receiving: 
Grain 
Bulk ingredients 
Bagged ingredients 
Processing: 
Grind grain 
Crimp grain 
Mixing 
Sacking 
Warehousing: 
Load bulk 
Load sacks 
Total labor 
Tons/day 
147.0 
9.8 
107.0 
40.0 
140.0 
2.2 
157.B 
2.2 
1610 
Standard t ime, 
min,/ton 
a 
3. 6 
10. 2 
1.0 
2.1 
5.3 
40.7 
3. 0 
16.4 
Man-days at 540 minutes per day, ~ = J.Ob man-days 
Minutes 
required/day 
10 
35 
33 
107 
84 
742 
90 
473 
J6 
1,610 
8The grain is received from the main elevator. The labor is the 
same i£ 1 ton or if 100 tons of grain is transferred to the feed mill 
grain tank. 
b 
Rounded upward to the nearest tenth. 
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Table 8. Labor requirements for the 240 ton model feed mill pr oducing all 
mash feed 
./or k center Tons/day 
Heceiving : 
Urain 220.6 
Bulk ingreoients l>.> 
Bagged ingredients 3. 9 
Processing: 
Grind grain 160. 6 
Crimp grain 60.0 
Mixing 210. 0 
Sacking 3.4 
Warehousing: 
Load bulk 236. 6 
Load sacks J.4 
Total labor 
2068 
Man-days at 540 minutes per day,~ ,. 
Standard time, 
min./ton 
a 
J.6 
10.2 
0.1 
1.5 
4.1 
39.0 
3.0 
16.4 
b 3. 9 man-days 
Minutes 
r equired/day 
10 
56 
40 
112 
90 
861 
133 
710 
56 
2, 068 
8..rhe erain is received from the main elevator. The labor is the 
same if l ton or if 100 tons of grain is transferred to t he f ee<l :aill 
grain tank. 
b 
Ltounded upward to the nearest tenth. 
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Table 9. Labor requirements for t he 21.lO ton model feed mill pel l eting 
part of its output 
Work center 
Receiving: 
Grain 
Bulk ingredients 
Sack ingredients 
Processing: 
Grind grain 
Crimp grain 
Mixing 
Pelleting 
Sacking 
Warehousing : 
Bulk load 
Sack load 
Total labor 
Tons/day 
208.8 
25. 0 
6. 2 
158. o 
50. n 
214.6 
22 . 4 
21.1 
218.9 
21.1 
3257 
Standard time, 
min./ton 
a ---
3. 6 
10.2 
o. 8 
1. 8 
4. o 
11.0 
39 .0 
3.0 
13.9 
Man-days at 540 minutes per day, b ~ ~ 6.1 man-days 
Minutes 
required/day 
10 
90 
63 
126 
91 
858 
246 
823 
657 
293 
3,257 
~e grain is received from the main elevator. The labor i s the 
same if 1 ton or if 100 tons of eruin is transferred to the feed mill 
grain tank. 
b 
Rounded upward to the nearest tenth. 
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240 ton model with pelleting equiµ::ient was co1nputed at 1~1 oent:J a ton for 
217.6 tons of mash feed and at 59 cents a ton f or 22 . 4 t ons of pelleted 
feed. 
Supplies and repairs are an addit ional variable cost. It is difficult 
to obtain representative data on t his expense since most elevators do not 
separate their repair and supply cost into individual departments. Of 
eight cooperatives studied in central Iowa, only one separated their 
repair and supply costs of the feed department. The cost of repairs and 
supplies in this study was assumed to have a linear relationship with the 
number of tons produced. Thus the per ton cost of repairs and supplies 
incurred by one central Iowa cooperati ve was used as a point estimate of 
t his linear relationship. This cost was 26 cents per ton. 
A final variable cost is classified as miscellaneous. This includes 
such things a s meetings, travel, audit fees, legal fees, director f ees, 
dues , subscriptions, and other minor expenses. These costs were aJsigned 
to the tour model f eed mills by assuming they would incur the same miscel-
laneous costs of similar size feed mills of cooperatives in central Io~·Ta . 
The 48 and 160 ton models were asswned to have miscellaneous costs of 25 
and 15 cents a ton respectively. The 240 ton models were assumed to have 
miscellaneous costs of 13 cents a ton. 
Table 10 presents the annual cost of operating t he model feed mills 
at f ull capacity. Table 11 illustrates the annual operating cost of the 
model .feed mills under al t ernative ra:t cs of capacity utilization. 
The costs at vari ous utilization levels are derived by holding total 
fixed costs constant regardless of the level of output. Total variable 
Table 10. Annual operati ng cost of four model feed mills 
~ost i tem 48 ton 160 ton 24J t on r-.ash 240 ton pel let 
(dol lars ) (dollars ) ( iollars) (dollars) 
Fixed: 
Depreciation 6, 730 9, 230 13, 369 18,469 
Property truces 3,151 4,198 6,104 7, 481 
Insurance 686 1,009 1, 452 1,808 
Interest J, 561 4, 725 6,843 8, 373 
Administ rative 10,642 22, 232 32, 562 32, 5r,2 
\,' 
-..J 
Total f ixed 24, 770 41, 394 60, 330 68, 693 
Variable: 
Labor 10,532 22 ,569 29 , 340 45, 890 
Utilities 4, 570 lo, 3oc 12,096 14, 667 
ilepairs and sup?lies 3,494 11, 648 17, 472 17, 472 
Miscellaneous 3, 360 6, 720 8, 736 8, 736 
Total variabl e 21,956 51, 241 67, 641 86, 765 
Total cost 46, 726 92,635 127, 974 155, 458 
;o 
1'nble 11. Annual operating cost of .four 111odel i\·e<l 111 11:; unduJ· ..ll L..; .·na-
t.Lvc u t i Jlzation of cupo.clty r a tes 
Hodel and 
percent 
utilization 
48 ton 
100(13, 410 )c 
80(10, 752) 
60(8, 064) 
40(5, 376) 
20(2, 688) 
160 ton 
100( 41, 800 ) 
80(35, 840) 
60(26,880) 
40(17 , 920) 
20(8,960) 
240 ton mash 
100(67,200 
80(53, 760) 
60(40,320) 
40(26, 880) 
20(13,410) 
240 ton pelleting 
100(67, 200) 
80(53, 760) 
60(40, 320) 
40(26, 880) 
20(13, 410) 
Fixed 
cost 
.;;24,770 
24, 770 
24, 770 
24,770 
24,770 
·1'41,394 
41,394 
41, 394 
41, 394 
41,394 
.;>60, 330 
60, 330 
60, 330 
60, 330 
60, 330 
$68, 693 
68, 693 
68, 693 
68, 693 
68,693 
Average 
fixed 
cost 
per t on 
$1. 84 
2. 30 
3.01 
4. 61 
9. 22 
$0. 92 
1.15 
l. 54 
2. 31 
4. 62 
$0.90 
1.12 
1.50 
2. 24 
4.48 
$1 . 02 
1.27 
1.70 
2. 56 
5.11 
Variableb 
cost 
$21, 956 
17, 565 
13,174 
8,782 
4, 391 
$51, 241 
40,993 
30, 745 
20, 1196 
10, 246 
-:P67,644 
54,115 
40, 586 
27,058 
13, 529 
~86, 765 
69,412 
52 , 059 
34, 706 
17, 353 
Average 
variable 
cost 
per ton 
..;1. 63 
1.63 
1.63 
1.63 
1.63 
~l . 14 
1.14 
1.14 
l.14 
1.14 
$1.0l 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
1.01 
.Pl.29 
1.29 
1. 29 
1. 29 
1.29 
Total 
cost 
.P46, 726 
42 , 335 
37, 941 
33,552 
29,161 
41>92 , 635 
82 , 387 
72 ,139 
61, 390 
51,642 
~127 ,974 
114,415 
100, 916 
87' 388 
73, 859 
0ill 55, 45a 
138,105 
120, 752 
103,399 
86, 046 
-~veragea 
total 
cost 
per ton 
.P3. 48 
3. 94 
4. 71 
6. 24 
10.85 
..>2 .07 
2. 30 
2. 68 
3. 45 
5. 76 
.+il. 90 
2. 13 
2.so 
3. 25 
5.So 
$2 . 31 
2. ;)7 
2. 99 
3. 85 
6. 40 
8Totals my not add due t o rounding. 
b 
The co!J l. of var ious utiliz.:i..t Lon lcvelo is conuJuted b r holding total 
f L :cd coots constant regardles :; of the level of 011t put. Total v~triable 
cot1tn .:i.rc reduced t he same percent that 0 1tput io r educed. 
cNw:ibcrs in bracket s repr esent the nu.'l'lber of tons produced at various 
levels of utilization of capaci ty annually. 
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costs are reduced the same percentaee as the level of output. For example, 
if output is 80 percent of capacity, then total fixed costs are the same 
as they were at full capacity while total variable costs are 80 percent of 
what they were at full capacity. The r ationale for reducing total vari-
able costs the same amount as output is that variable cost s vary directly 
with the level of output. 
Operating Costs of Ei r:ht Central Iowa Fectl Hills 
The cost of operating eight central Iowa feed 1:ri.lls was computed as 
a comparison to the costs synthesized in the model feed mills in this st udy. 
Output was estimated by analyzing t he feed mill service income as previous-
ly described in this chapter. The annual output of these feed mills ranged 
from 2,407 to 34,374 t ons. Three of the eight feed mills had pelleting 
equipment and manufactured some feed. 
The investment required to buil.l and equip these central I rnra feed 
mills was adjusted to 1971 doll ars in order to compensate for inflation. 
This adjustment also allows the cotJ.parison of depreciation costs of the 
coo~>erative elevators. As was done in t he model feed mills, depreciation 
was computed using the straight-line method at a rat e of ten percent on 
equipment and four percent on buildings. 
Interest on investment was a ss'..lilled to be six percent. The annual 
interest cost was computed at three percent, or one-half the normal rate 
of six percent, times the total adjusted cost of buildings and equipment. 
The annual interest cost on the nondepreciable land investment was cal-
culated at six percent. 
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The cost of insurance was not taken from elevator r ecords since they 
do not s eparate feed mill insurance costs from the total elevator insurance 
premiums. Thus, insurance rates were used from t he Farmer's ~levator 
Hutual Insurance of Des Hoines, Iowa. Insurance was computed a t 3, S, 
and 8 dollars per 1,000 dollars of adjustect cost f or r einforced concrete, 
steel, and wood frame feed mills res.~ectively. In addition, a 75 dollar 
premium was a ssessed to the three feed mill s having boilers . 
Elevator recorrl s do not disti nGu.ish the proportion of property taxes 
that are attributable to the feed department. To approximate this i.>ro-
portion, the author divided the co::;t of feed mill fi:~ed assets by t he cost 
of t he total elevator fixed assets. This proportion uas then multiplied 
by the property tax expense to det ermine t he amount attributable t o the 
feed mill. 
Administrati ve cos ts were determined by ex.a1'1in.ing µayroll records. 
The elevator managers were asked uhat percent of his time, the counter-
m.an ' s t~e , and the bookkee?er's time was spent wor ki ng uith the feed de-
partment. This percentage was then multi plied by their total salary to 
detennine adr.linistrative costs . "n aver:i ~e of the manager s • Dal aries uas 
use 1 sinco so~e pref erred not to reveal t hi s information. The cost of 
mi ll labor was deten.uned in the same manner us administrative costs. 
The cost of utilities was detennined using the ~arae method employed 
with the model feed mills since elevators do not have separate electric, 
gas, or water meters for their various departments. ~:ilnilarly, the cost 
of repairs and supplies were also computed in the same 4anner as the 
synthetic models since only one elevator Jeparated repair and supply cost 
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to the feed de t)artment. 
Payroll taxes 3.Ild employee benefi ts were taken f r om accountin{; re-
cords and multiplied by the proportion that feed department salaries <lild 
wa - cs made of the total elevator payroll. Miscellaneous and other vari-
able costs were allocated to the feed department by .raultipl.ying these 
costs by the percent that f eed sales made of total elevator sales. 
The annual cost of operating ei~ht central Iowa feed mills are pre-
sented in table 12. These costs uere obtained from elevator accounting 
records in which the fiscal year ended in 1971. 
Comparison of t he ~-Iodel Feed Hi lls and t he Ei ght Central Iowa Feed Hills 
The costs incurred in the model feed mills and t he central Iowa feed 
mills can best be compared graphically. In figure 7 the short-run average 
cost curves of the three model feed mills producing mash feed a.re illus-
trated by the solid black curves. The average per ton costs of the five 
central Iowa feed mills producing all mash feeds are illustrated by black 
dots. 
Ea.ch real feed mill may have characteristics of two or more of the 
mo -el feed mills presented. For example, f eed mill 2 has a horizontal mix-
er like the 160 and 240 ton models but uses tho weigh buggy method of 
weighin ~ and moVing feed ingredients as used in t he 48 ton synthetic 
model. The five feed mills illustrated, howev·~r, are more similar to the 
160 and 240 ton models. The real f eed mill costs, represented by t he black 
dots in figure 7, may be similar in some respect to all three model feed 
mills presented. 
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Table 12. Armual operating cost of eight central I owa feed mills 
Feed mill 
Cost item (1 ) (2) ( 3) (4) 
Fi.."Ced: 
Depreciation .j; 7 , 072 ;p 4, 563 ;p 5, 062 :p 9,126 
Property taxes 1, 160 1,129 1,104 l,079 
Interest 3, 143 2, 526 2, 832 4, 611 
Insurance 535 703 750 1,263 
Administrative 3, 310 5, 424 2,759 8, 689 
Total fixed :lil5, 22a $14,345 $12, 507 $24,768 
Variable: 
Labor ~ 2, D51 .p 5,550 $ 5, 614 ~ 7, 993 
Utilities 818 1,332 1,669 2,o62 
Repairs and supplies 626 l, 019a 1,277 1, 577 
"'.!.mployee benef i t s 697 650 1, 939 
11is cellaneous 776 1,555 1,580 1,499 
'f otal var i able ;p 4, 968 -ti 9, 456 $10, 790 -.>15, ·J70 
Total cost $20, 196 .~23,801 -.i23, 297 .;;39, 838 
Output (t ons ) 2, 407 3, 919 4, 910 6, 065 
Average admin. cost/ton .p l . J3 $ l • .38 .j) Ow56 " 1. 43 <:> 
Average labor cost/ton 0. 85 1.42 1.14 1. 32 
Average f i xed cost/t on 6. 33 3. 66 2. 55 4. 08 
Average variable cost/ton 2. 06 2. 41 2. 20 2.48 
Aver age t otal cost/t onb .; 8.39 $ 6.01 $ 4. 74 .p 6. 57 
a included in miscell aneous costs. 
b Totals may not add due t o r ounding . 
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Table 12. (contd ) 
Feed mill 
Cost item (;) (6) (1) (BJ 
Fixed: 
Depreciation $12, 542 $18,751 $16,199 .:>26,276 
Property taxes 4, 1347 4, 210 3,623 6,804 
Interest 7, 893 9,196 6, 926 12,789 
Insurance 2, 278 975 2,066 3,632 
Administrat ive 8,920 8, 882 11,620 17,377 
Total fixed $36,480 $42, 014 $40, 434 $66,678 
Variable: 
Labor .j; 5, 023 :j; 9, 515 ;j) 6, 680 .$31,671 
Utilities 2,614 1,864 2,7a5 7,911 
Repairs and supplies 1,999 2,089 2,767 8,937 
Employee benefits 1,533 1,184 1,625 4, 633 
Miscellaneous 1,178 1,534 3,229 4,439 
Total variable $13,147 ~16,186 :?17, 086 .?57,591 
Total cost $49, 627 .i>58,200 .P57,520 -iil24,269 
Output (tons) 7,687 8,034 10, 643 34, 374 
Average admin. cost/ton 1.16 1.11 1.09 o. 51 
Average labor cost/ton 0. 76 1.18 0. 63 0. 92 
Average fixed cost/ton 4. 75 5. 23 3. 80 1.94 
Average variable cost/ton 1. 71 2. 01 1.61 1.68 
b ;p 6. L~6 :!> :p 5.40 3.62 Average total cost/ton 7.23 .., 
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Figure 7. Short-run average costs of three model and five central Iowa feed mills 
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Figure 8. ~hort-run average costs of the 240 ton pelleting model and three cent ral Iowa feed 
mills with pel leting operations 
°' V\ 
Figure 8 illustrates the short-run average cost curve of the 240 
ton pelleting model and three central I owa feed mills with pelleting fac-
ilities. Again the solid black line represents the synthetic model and 
t he black dots represent actual feed mill costs. The equipment and build-
ings used by the three central Iowa feed mills are different except that 
all have pelleting equipment. The;,e real feed mills all have the capacity 
to produce at least 240 tons of feed per eight hour day. 
An interesting observation in both figures 7 and 8 is the low volume 
of feed handled by central Iowa feed mills with the exception of feed mill 
8 . This underutilization of facilities and the resultant high average 
fixed coat per ton causes t heir average cost per ton to be relatively 
high in relation to the average cost per ton incurred by t he model feed 
mills when utilizati~n of capacity is SO percent or greater. Feed mill 
8 utilizes its facilities more than t he other real feed mills and thus 
has a lower average per ton cost. 
The average cost of producing a t on of feed in the central Iowa 
feed mills varies significantly. ~art of this variance is due t o the 
estimates made by elevator managers of administrative and labor time 
spent in the feed department. The average administrative cost per ton 
varied from a low of 51 cents in feed mill 8 to a high of $1.43 in feed 
mill 4. Similarly, labor coat per t on varied from a low of 63 cents in 
feed mill 7 to a high of ~1.42 in feed mill 2. 
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Fee<l w;.s producetl at :?3. 48, .)2. 07, .j;l. 901 and $2.31 per t on i n t he 
40 ton, 160 ton, 240 ton mash, anJ 240 t on pelleti ng model feed mil l s re-
S~)cctively. ::conomies of size di d exis t in t he model feed mills with the 
240 ton all mash model having t he l owes t cost ~er ton of feed. Cost 
reductions apparently can result operatinG l arger feed mil l s i f sales are 
realized. The costs incurred by cent ral Iowa cooperative elevators were 
simila~· LO t he cos t s of t he model f eed mills a t very l ow utili zati on rates. 
In addi tion to lower aver age costs due t o l a r ger fe~d mil l s, substan-
t i a l cost savings can be gained by util i zing f eed mill capaci ty. Thi s is 
borne out by the observations on t he r eal f eed mills. i or exam~le, average 
costs fo r the real feed mills were ~i8 . 39, $6. 07, $4. 74, .p6. 57, $6. 46, 
$7. 23, :)5 . 40, and :+>J .62 per ton ·.ii th costs fallinc rapidly as utilization 
r at es increased. Operati ug feed mi.lls from 60 to 100 percent of capacity 
would resul t in substantial cont savi ngs to cooperative elevators. For 
example, t he average cost of all e ight cent r al I owa feed mills was .W.o6 
?Cr ton. I n cont rast, t he averaee cos t of the f our model f eed mills oper -
ating a t SO percent of capacity was $2.74 per t on. This i~ a ...iif f erence 
of ~J.32 ?er t on of feed. If t his cost savings coul d be passed on t o 
t he f anner in the form of lower price::; or lar ger dividends, substantial 
savings would result. The magnitude of t his potenti al savings can be 
vi sualized by t l1e f ollowing exam.ilo . I f we assume a market hog weighs 
220 JOttntls when soi .; and t hat e.:tch po md r equi r ed J . 2 pounds of feed, 
then each hog would consume 704 po.m !:.; or' f eed. U .:~eed grind.inB anJ 
mixinr; cos t s a r c reduced $3. 32 .icr ton, t hen t he coGt of pr oducing eacn 
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220 hog could be reduced $1.17. I t is concluded that u.~derutilization 
of capacity by local retail fee d distribution establishments i s a serious 
problem. 
This s tuc.ly has not considered distributional costs. The example 
above and this ntudy refers only to internal plant costs. The disecono-
mies of distr·ibuting feed should be included to detemine the optimum 
size feed mi ll and trade area in Io 1a. The optimal size elevator and trade 
area must also consider other departments such as grain handling and fer-
tilizer retailing. In addition, the type of ownership, cooperative or 
private, will also have important implications as to the opt~,al size 
elevator and trade area. 
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APPENDIX A: ~UIPMENT OF THE MODEL FEED MI LLS 
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Table 13. Basic equipment for t he hO ton model feed mill 
Equi pment 
Receiving: 
Scale a 
Receiving leg 
Truck hoist 
Distributor 
Processing: 
Hammermill 
fiollennill 
Screw feeder 
Hix:i.ng: 
Vertical mixer 
Weigh buggy 
Distributor 
Leg 
Portable scale 
Bagging: 
Sewing head 
Number 
1/4 
l 
l 
2 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
Size or horsepower 
101 x so• 
5 HP 
3 HP 
811 , 4 & 8-way 
SO HP 
10 HP 
911 , 3 HP 
l 1/2 ton 
500 lb. 
811 , 6-way 
5 HP 
1,000 lb. 
1/3 HP 
a.Scale assumed to be used 25 percent of the time by the feed depart-
ment. 
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Tnble 14. Basic equipment for the 16 > ton model rued 111.lll 
Receiving: 
Scale a 
Receiving leg 
Truck hoist 
Distributor 
Pi t screw 
Processing: 
Hamme mill 
Rollennill 
Rollemill leg 
Mixing: 
Hopper scale 
Horizontal mixer 
Distributor 
Screw feeders 
Molasses system 
Bagging: 
Bagging scale 
Sewing head 
Number 
1/2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
Size or horsepower 
10' x 50 1 
10 HP 
3 HP 
811 , 3-way 
1411 , S HP 
100 HP 
lS HP 
5 HP 
2 ton 
2 ton 
811 , 11-~ 
3 HP 
1 1/2 HP 
1/3 HP 
aScale assumed t o be used 50 percent of the time b:}' the feed depart-
ment. 
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Table 15 . Basic equipment in the 240 t on inodel f ecll mill s 
F.quipment 
Receiving: 
Truck hoist 
Scale 
Drag conveyor 
Receiving leg 
Distributor 
Tube screw 
Processing: 
Hammermill 
Rollermill 
Leg 
Distributor 
Hiring: 
Feeder screws 
Hopper sea.le 
Bat ch cont rols 
Horizontal mixer 
Leg 
Distributor 
Holasscs syster.1 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
J ize or horsepower 
7 1/2 HP 
10' x 50 1 
1211 , 2 HP 
10 HP 
8" , 14-way 
9", 3 HP 
100 HP 
20 HP 
5 HP 
811 , 6-way 
9", 5 HP 
3 ton 
semi automatic 
3 ton 
l l) HP 
8 11 , 5- uay 
1 1/2 Hf 
Table 15. (contd) 
Equipment 
a Pelleting : 
Pellet mill 
Pellet cooler 
Pellet crumbler 
Pellet leg 
Distributor 
Boiler 
Bacming: 
Sewlng head 
Bageing scale 
Miscellaneous: 
Manlif t 
Air compressor 
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Nwnber Size or horsepower 
1 100 HP 
1 15 HP 
l 10 HP 
1 3 HP 
1 8 11 , 14-way 
1 50 HP 
1 1/3 HP 
aThe 240 ton all mash model does not include the !lelletine equipment. 
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APPENDIX B: LABOR ST:\N DA.HUS FOR THE MODEL li'EED MI LLS 
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Table 16. Labor standard for cri."!lping 12 t ons of grain in the 48 ton 
model feed mill 
Job 
Start and adjust 
rollerm:i.11 
Check backb 
Stop 
Clean-up 
c Allowance 
Total mill labor 
33.0 
Minutes requireda 
10.2 
J.O 
10. 2 
6.o 
Labor standard, ~ = 2.8 minutes per ton 
&Source: (8). 
Times per day Total minutes 
1 10.2 
l(time per hr) J.6 
1 10.2 
1 6.o 
J.O 
JJ.O 
bA total of 12 tons of grain is crimped per day. Equipr.ient ol'erates 
1.2 hours (12 tons per day at 10 tons per hour = 1.2 hours per day) . 
0
10 percent of the worker's time is allowed for personal requirements. 
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Table 17. Labor standard .for srinding J2.l tons of grain in the 48 ton 
model feed mill 
Job Hinutes requireda Ti.mes per day Total minutes 
Start and adjust 
hammermill 10. 2 
Check backb 3. 0 
0top and change over 10 . ~ 
Clean-up 20. 0 
Allowanccc 
Total mill labor 
98.2 
Labor s tandard, 32.l "' J .l minutes per t on 
aSource : ( 8 ) • 
3 30.6 
l ( time per hr ) 8.1 
3 30. 6 
l 2J . O 
8.9 
98. 2 
bA total of 32. 1 tons of grain is ground per day. Bquipment operates 
2.7 hours (32.1 tons per day at 12 tons per hour a 2.7 hours per day ). 
clO percent of the worker's time is allowed for personal requirements. 
oO 
'!'able l tl . Labor atandard for crl 1 >i11t': 4tJ ton:; of ;r ain in t.he l ou ton 
model f ecd mill 
Job 
~tart and adjust 
rollermill 
Check backb 
.:>top 
Clean-up 
c Allowance 
To tal mill labor 
84. 8 
Minutes requireda 
10. 2 
). 0 
10. 2 
6.o 
Labor ntantlaru, 4o.o "' 2. 1 minutes rier ton 
n:Jource : ( 8) • 
Times per day Total minutes 
3 30. 6 
l(tirne per hr) 9. 9 
3 )0. 6 
1 6.o 
7.7 
' 4 ' 0 . u
b_-\ total of 40. 0 tons of gr ain is cr:b1ped per day. equipment O!-"erata:> 
3. 3 hours (40 t ons per day at 12 tons per hour = 3. 3 hour s) . 
clO perce:1t of the worker's time is allowed for ?ersonal req:ll.re-
ments . 
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Table 19. Labor standard for grini~ing 107 tons of grain in t he l uu ton 
model f eed mill 
Job Minutes requireda Times per day Total minutes 
Start and adjust 
hammennill 10.2 
b Check back ) . 0 
3top and change over 10. 2 
Clean-up 24.o 
c .All owance 
Total mill labor 
111.5 
Labor standard, 107. 0 = 1 . 0 ~inutes per ton 
a.,ource : ( 8 ) • 
3 J0. 6 
l(time per hr) 16. 2 
3 }J . 6 
1 24 . 0 
10. 1 
111. 5 
bA total of 107 .o tons of gr :iin is gr ound per day. c.qui:iment oper -
ates 5.4 hours (107. 0 tons per day at ?.O tons per hour = 5.4 hours per 
day) . 
c 10 per cent of a worker ' s time is allowed for per aonal requirements. 
02 
'fable 20 . Labor standard for crll:t.'i tv; .~o tons .JC tjr a i n in the 24L) ton 
model fccJ mi lls 
Job 
3tart and adjust 
roller:nill 
b _;hcc!c back 
~ Lop 
Clean-up 
c ~\llowance 
Total mill labor 
!linutes requireda 
10. 2 
J . O 
10. 2 
6.o 
90. 4 
'rime s per day Total minutes 
J J0. 6 
l (time :1e r hr ) 15. 0 
3 JJ . o 
1 6.o 
3 . 2 
90. 4 
Labor standard for all mash model , 6·). 0 = 1.5 mir.utes per ton 
90. 4 
Labor standar d for t i1e pelleting model, ; o.8 .. 1.8 minutes per t on 
a:.3ource : ( 8) • 
b.\. tot.:il of 6o tons of e r a.in i ::> crimped per clay. t..quipment operate ..; 
5 . 0 hours (60 tons per day at 12 tons per hour c 5. 0 hours) . 
c 
10 percent of a wor ker's time is all owed fo r personal require-
ments . 
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Table 21. Labor standard for grinding grain in the 240 ton model feed mills 
Job Hi nutes requireda Times per day Total minutes 
~tart and adjust 
hammermill 10. 2 J ) 0. 6 
b Check back 3. 0 l(time per hr) 24. 0 
Stop and change over 10. 2 3 J0. 6 
Clean-up 24. 0 l 24.0 
Allowance c 10. 9 
Total mill labor 120.l 
120. l 
Labor standard for the all mash model , 166.6 .. 0. 7 minutes per t on 
120.1 
Labor standard for the pelleting model, 150.o = o.B minutes per ton 
a:.>ource: (8) . 
bA total of 160.6 tons of grain is gr ound per day. Equipment op-
erates O.o hours (1)6. 6 tons per da;r at 20 t ons per hour = 8. 0 hours ) . 
clO percent of a worker's time i s allowed for personal requirenents. 
U4 
'fable 22 . Labor sta .. d:u-d for mix5 n; l LJ tons of fecJ in the lo·J ton 
mod.el feed mill 
Job Hinutes r equirLda .~uanti ty per day Total minutes 
Hove ingr edients 
with handtruck 10. 0 7.5 tons 75.tJ 
Open bags 4.0 7. ) tons )0. 0 
0umµ bass 3.0 7. 5 tons 22 . 5 
.Jcic h bul k 
lncreili.ents 2. 0 Bo batches 160. 0 
Jtart machines o. 2 p1r lay 1 t i:lie 0. 2 
Clean-up ) .6 80 batches 2a8. o 
Ghange for:-iula 5. 0 20 chances l JJ. O 
b .\llowance 67 . 6 
Total mill labor 743. 3 
743. J 
Labor standard, 140. 0 = 5.J minutes per ton 
aJourcc : (5 ) . 
b 
10 percent of a worker's time i s allowed for personal requir ements. 
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Table 23. Labor standar ds fo r ni;d.nb feed in the 2/i'J ton :nodel feed mills 
J ob Minutes requirecla ~uantity pe r clay Tot al minut e s 
!love inGr edien ts 
\Ii t h hand t ruck 10. 0 10. 7 torn; 107. v 
vpcn baes 4. 0 10. 7 ton G 42 . 8 
Dur.lp bags 3. 0 10. 7 t ons 32. 1 
·:Jeii;h bulk 
in3redients 2. 0 80 batches 160. 0 
Start machines 0 . 2 l time 0. 2 
Clean- up ) . 6 80 batches 288 . 0 
Change fo rmula ~) . O 30 changes 150. 0 
Al lowance b 73 . u 
Total mill labor 853 .1 
858. 1 
Labor standard for all ma .. h model, 210. 0 -= 4.1 minutes per ton 
858.1 
Labor standard for t he pelle t ing rr.ode l , 214. 6 = 4. ·.) minutes per ton 
a ,. ( 5) uource: • 
b 
10 per cent of a worker ' s t ime is a l lowed f or personal r equire .. :en t s . 
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Table 24. Labor s tandard for pelleting 22.h tons of feed in the 240 ton 
pelleting model feed mill 
Job Minut es requiredab Times per day Total minutes 
Set up and 
adjust machines 15.o 1 i5. o 
Change die 1.0 JO JO.O 
Change f onnula 15.o J 45. 0 
Check back to 
equipment 6. o 11 66.o 
Clean-up 60.0 l 60. 0 
Mis cellaneous c JO. O 30. 0 
Total mill l abor 246. 0 
246 
Labor standard, ~ = 11. 0 minute~ per ton 
a An allowance of 10 percent for worker' s personal r equirements is 
included in each s tandard and allocation. 
b Source: (6) . 
c Includes 3uch items as observation of equipment, lubrication, clean-
ing bins and machines , etc. 
